The piston-sensing algorithm proposed by Labeyrie (Lardière et al 2002 IAU Technical Workshop vol 266, p 608) for diluted interferometric arrays can be extended to redundant segmented apertures such as those of extremely large telescopes and periodic hypertelescopes (Labeyrie 1996 Astron. Astrophys. 118 (Suppl.) 517). We first show that his 'dispersed image' input data cube is the tri-dimensional Fourier transform, in squared modulus form, of a 'wavefront bumpiness' function, a binary function of both aperture coordinates and the local optical path (or piston) error. It follows that Labeyrie's output cube is the tri-dimensional autocorrelation of the wavefront bumpiness. Using a tri-dimensional extension of Fienup's (1978 Opt. Lett. 3 1) phase retrieval algorithm, we show through numerical simulations that the multiple peaks appearing in columns of the output cube can be discriminated to retrieve the piston errors. About ten photons are needed per exposure, per sub-aperture and per spectral channel.
Introduction
The basic forms of wavefront sensing, such as the ShackHartmann [6, 15] and the curvature algorithm, are unsuitable for mapping piston errors in multi-aperture interferometers or mosaic mirrors lacking edge sensors. This arises from the discontinuities, possibly amounting to many wavelengths, at the edges of the wavefront elements. In recent years, several wave sensing methods have been considered to cope with these discontinuities: Pedretti and Labeyrie [13] have explored a triplet-wise hierarchical arrangement; Cuevas [3] has discussed an extension of curvature sensing; Labeyrie et al [10] and Borkowski et al [1] have considered a threedimensional Fourier transform of spectro-imaging data. This 'x, y, k' method, as they call it, is an extension of the dispersed fringes principle already used by Michelson and Pease [12] and modernized by Koechlin [7] . It requires rather simple optics but the reduction algorithm proposed is not directly applicable to redundant apertures. In this paper, we show that this algorithm can be extended to deal with redundant apertures such as those of a mosaic mirror or a periodic hypertelescope [8] .
The 'x, y, k' method exploits the chromatic dependence of speckled images. A stack of such images recorded at a series of wavelengths, equispaced in wavenumbers k, gives, through a three-dimensional Fourier transformation, an 'output cube' which contains information on the piston errors. We first show that this cube is a three-dimensional autocorrelation of the wavefront bumpiness map, properly formatted. We exploit this property by performing a 3D Fienup [4] reconstruction. The resulting wavefront sensing is applicable to discontinuous redundant apertures, under some restrictions of symmetry.
Autocorrelation formalism
Let us call (x, y) the coordinates of a point in the pupil plane and (u, v) those in the image plane. Classical diffractive optics [5] gives an expression for the amplitude of a monochromatic wave F at the focus of an optical device of focal length f at a wavelength λ:
F (u, v) is the Fourier transform of the distribution of complex amplitudes P (x, y) in the pupil. For a perfect plane wave, P (x, y) can simply be written as P (x, y) = P 2 (x, y) where P 2 is a real function describing the entrance aperture:
Note that we do not consider here the case of apodized apertures for which P 2 would not be a binary function. This is only a convenient simplification with no effect on the results proposed here.
For a plane wave with atmosphere-induced piston errors,
) where z(x, y) describes the optical path error with respect to a perfect plane wave. The intensity of a monochromatic image can then be written as:
We can separate the effect of chromatism on the image into two distinct components:
• The first terms of the argument of the exponential (1/λ f )(ux + vy) indicate that the image scales directly with wavelength. This 'size chromatism' can be corrected either by a Wynne corrector [16] or by post-detection processing in our case. In the expressions below, this consists of removing the 1/λ f factor in the argument of the exponential.
• The additional term z(x, y)/λ includes the unknown z function. When this function differs from zero, the contributions of the sub-apertures are not in phase and the interference pattern degrades into a set of random speckles. Moreover, due to the wavelength dependence of this additional phase, the speckles are spectrally decorrelated (for piston errors larger than the wavelength).
One can use properties of this spectral dependence to recover the z function as with the 'x, y, k algorithm' [2] extended here to the case of redundant apertures.
As described by Koechlin et al [7] for two apertures, Labeyrie et al [10] proposed extracting piston errors from the 3D Fourier transform of such a dispersed image arranged as a cube. We show here that this cube is itself a threedimensional Fourier transform, in squared modulus form, of a three-dimensional wavefront map.
As proposed below, if we correct the size chromatism (and simplify the 1/(λ f ) 2 factor), equation (2) can be written as:
where w = λ −1 . As P 2 is a binary (1 or 0) function, it can be expressed as a sum of Dirac functions:
Using this development, the result of the previous integral is simply:
(5) A moment's thought will convince the reader that if we introduce the three-dimensional binary function:
a 3D Fourier transform of this function will give exactly the same result as equation (5), i.e.:
where FT represents the three-dimensional Fourier transform. This implies that, with size chromatism corrected as described, a set of spectro-images arranged as a (u, v, λ −1 ) data cube can be considered as the square modulus of the Fourier transform of the three-dimensional aperture (see figure 1) . Thus, the inverse Fourier transform of this 'wavelength-scaled' data volume is the three-dimensional autocorrelation of the real, binary aperture function P 3 (x, y, z). For reference, this autocorrelation, being the Fourier transform of a real function, is complex with even parity for the modulus and odd for the phase.
Fienup reconstruction for redundant apertures
For a non-redundant array, the wavefront bumpiness autocorrelation gives quite directly the optical path difference associated with each baseline. Things are more complicated with a highly redundant aperture pattern because for a given baseline (of (x, y) coordinates), there appear not just one but up to p signal dots in each active column along the z-axis, where p is the degree of redundancy of the baseline in the aperture.
A possible approach consists of breaking the redundancy by applying a known piston disturbance to one sub-aperture. One can proceed by adding either a static optical path error larger than the largest piston error or a dynamic piston modulation. The effect of both approaches helps to label a set of points in the autocorrelation, making their identification easier. This 'offset' approach is quite unsatisfactory in terms of signal to noise efficiency insofar as only a part of the signal contained in the autocorrelation is used. A more complicated approach, involving modulation of the piston of each telescope, may circumvent this lack of efficiency.
One can also rearrange the pupil as a non-redundant array before wavefront sensing but this prevents us from using the same camera for both analysis and science. Moreover, this can reasonably only be applied to simple redundant arrays.
We have explored a suggestion by Labeyrie [9] to use a 3D extension of Fienup's algorithm. Fienup [4] proposed applying a Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm to retrieve values of a real twodimensional array knowing only the modulus of its Fourier transform (or equivalently its autocorrelation). We apply this algorithm to the dispersed image, i.e. the three-dimensional stack of monochromatic images arranged as (u, v, λ −1 ) in the input array. Indeed, as mentioned previously, this array can be considered as the Fourier transform, in square modulus form, of the entrance aperture, which means that we can use it to retrieve the three-dimensional entrance aperture and build the wavefront bumpiness map everywhere in the telescope's aperture.
What the third dimension brings
The original Fienup algorithm applies to an object that can be expressed as a two-dimensional function:
where n is the number of elements in the array. The autocorrelation of this function, equivalent to the square modulus of its Fourier transform, has a generic expression:
where
is the unknown vector, whose components are mixed up in this autocorrelation. In fact, this function describes a 2D surface in a 3D space.
However, we argue that the 3D approach introduced above can produce substantial simplifications. In this case, the function described as:
contains the same information but the square modulus of its Fourier transform leads to the (u, v, λ −1 ) array. In turn, its autocorrelation is easier to manipulate and has separated components of the vector (z i )
(11) Notice here that for a non-redundant entrance aperture, this autocorrelation immediately gives the optical path differences for all baselines. Indeed, in the autocorrelation, an active (i.e. non-zero) point of (x, y, z) coordinates indicates that the baseline of vector (x, y) exhibits an optical path difference, z.
However, in the more general case of a redundant array of sub-apertures, this autocorrelation considered alone is useless. It is indeed impossible to distinguish contributions of identical baselines from each other. A 3D adaptation of Fienup's algorithm has been successfully used to overcome this difficulty.
Algorithm principle
We recall here the general principle proposed by Fienup with special features required in our case (see the block diagram in figure 3 ). Let g k (x, y, z) be a guess of the wavefront to be reconstructed for the kth iteration and G k (u, v, w) its threedimensional Fourier transform. These are contained in two 3D arrays: the 'object' and its 'image'. G k has to conform For each iteration, we can compute the variance of |F| − |G k |, which evaluates the difference between the (u, v, λ −1 ) cube that would be obtained by the guessed wavefront and the real set of spectro-images, to control the convergence of the process. Figure 2 shows results of a 3D Fienup reconstruction of a wavefront using a completely redundant square aperture with random piston errors (the one which gave monochromatic images presented in figure 1 ). Its dimensions (x, y, z) are (20, 20, 16) in a whole cube of (32, 32, 32) that provides good sampling in the Fourier domain (better when the dimensions of the object are small compared to the array's) but keeps the array size modest.
Results
The results are encouraging. For random piston errors with a uniform density and noise free data, the reconstructed wavefront is identical to the actual one. We notice, however, that the convergence speed changes depending on the original random pupil that is simulated.
It first seemed interesting to change the set of constraints on the reconstructed aperture so as to accelerate the convergence, by allowing the aperture only to be a binary function. It turns out that this constraint is too strong for the algorithm and prevents its convergence. These convergence speed variations are not understood yet and we are investigating possible causes. Moreover, since a three-dimensional function f (x, y, z) and its centro-symmetrical f (−x, −y, −z) have the same Fourier transform modulus, the algorithm may equally converge on either solution.
This ambiguity can be circumvented simply by breaking the symmetry of the pupil, for example on a classical monolithic telescope by taking advantage of the presence of a three-armed spider structure, which naturally breaks the centro-symmetry.
Noise sensitivity
The sensitivity of this wavefront sensing method must be explored in terms of photon noise. To simulate photon noise, one replaces the theoretical expected number of photons of each pixel in the dispersed image cube by a Poisson distributed random number. One determines the minimal number of photons needed for the algorithm to converge towards the correct solution.
These simulations have been made with 64 to 784 subapertures, distributed as a square array such as shown in figure 2 . The most interesting result is that over this range, the number of photons needed is directly proportional to the number of sub-apertures, with a proportionality constant of about 200 photons per sub-aperture, using 32 wavelength channels. Thus, the limiting magnitude is invariant with the number of sub-apertures, if their size is fixed.
As the output information of the algorithm is a value of z for each aperture, the needed information is simply proportional to the number of apertures, and so is the number of recorded photons. It seems therefore not surprising to note that the minimum number of needed photons is invariant with the number of sub-apertures, even if this assumption still has to be demonstrated. Whether inversion methods differing from the Fienup algorithm could require fewer photons remains to be explored [2] .
Adaptive optics
The high number of iterations needed to recover the wavefront from scratch (sometimes up to 1000) makes us wonder if it is applicable to ground-based adaptive optics in its raw version. Convergence is faster if the time increment between two adaptive corrections is so small that changes on the phase screen are of low amplitude. Using the wavefront of the previous step as entrance data for the next step of the Fienup reconstruction dramatically accelerates the convergence and prevents it from converging on the spurious centro-symmetric solution. Therefore, the main difficulty is to initially start the algorithm.
There are several ways to make it easier to start. One could for example start with a non-redundant mask on the pupil for which (x, y, λ −1 ) immediately gives optical path differences and add some more elements at each step until completion of the array covering.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated that a set of sizechromatism-corrected spectro-images of a non-resolved source, arranged as a (u, v, λ −1 ) cube, is the squared modulus of the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the real threedimensional function describing the wavefront bumpiness map.
It follows that this property can be used to retrieve the wavefront bumpiness map, using for instance the 3D Fienup algorithm proposed, even for a highly redundant aperture such as in the case of extremely large telescopes or hypertelescopes. The method is applicable to the global phasing of discontinuous apertures for which classical approaches such as those of Shack-Hartman [6, 15] and Roddier [14] are impossible to implement. If used for the mosaic mirrors of extremely large telescopes, having a usable reference star in their field, the method may suppress the need for edge sensors attached to the mirror segments.
The problem which has been solved here is still too ideal and in the future some attention must be given to finding an adaptation of the method to real data. Indeed, working with a finite wavelength bandwidth and with finite resolution will necessarily induce complications in the interpretation of the reconstructed wavefront because of convolution effects that will have to be taken into account.
